
OK LINNÉ  
Pre-race info for competition in PreO 

Saturday October 1. 2016 

Elitserien/A-Cupen competition 5 
 

 

Assembly Signage, flag/kite, 

along road 272, 25km 
NV Uppsala. Then 

approx. 9km to the 

west where the arena is 
located SE of 

Siggefora Camping. 

For directions hitta.se. 

Parking At the existing parking.  
Distance P-Arena: 200-400m. 

Courses All courses 165m. 

Maximum 

time 

65-85min, exact time is printed on the map. SportIdent is used for timekeeping for 

all courses. SI-card can be rented for cash, 20:-, at the arena. 

Wheel chair users have 15min additional maximum time. 

Map and 

terrain 

Part of map SM-kartan Stafett 2014, Scale 1:2500. Contour interval 2,5m. The map 

is made in 2013/14, revised for PreO 2016 mostly contours with LIDAR. Laser 
printed. 

The course is along a forest road. Moderate contoured forest terrain, good visibility. 

Flags are sometimes placed close to each other; up to 25 flags can be seen at the 
same time. Please be aware of this so that the correct flags are considered for a 

specific control. 

Forbidden 

area 

Everything except the forest road (map symbol 505) is forbidden area. 

Start First start 12:00. Pre-Elit has timed start while all other classes starts with the timed 
controls. Distance Arena – Start/Time control: 300m.  

Time control All classes have six (6) flags at the time controls. Elit and A has three tasks, B has 
two, C has one task.  

After finish Distance finish – Arena: 450m. The same way back as to the start + the course. The 

punching card is handed in at the arena. Pre-Elit has time controls on the way back. 

Service HC-toilet and a small kiosk. 

Officials Event director: Martin Fredholm 0701-73 15 69 

Course planner: Owe Fredholm 070-593 81 41 
 Eva Fredholm 0706-39 51 81 

 Nils Wahlberg 

Course controller: Lars Zettersten och Martin Fredholm 

Event controller: Nils Wahlberg 

Jury Rudi Olvenmyr, Ole-Johan Waaler and Nils-Olov Andersson. 

OK Linné wishes you welcome 

https://www.hitta.se/kartan!~59.98012,17.16170,16z/tr!i=kbRSyl9x/geocode!l=59.98052:17.16234

